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Using an example from our dataset, Brian and Walker-Hale first describe how variable within-species morphology might be: "Veronica elliptica. . .leaf area. . . shows a 5-fold difference between 2 different sources." Closer inspection reveals that this difference does not represent within-species morphological variation, but rather different measurement types, which we describe in the methods (maximum leaf length [n = 30] versus leaf area [n = 104]). Hypothetically, this could have influenced our results, yet restricting the analysis to leaf area measurements only, or including the two types of measurement as a random effect, yields identical conclusions to our original findings (P = 0.009 and P = 0.004, respectively).
Next, they describe how molecular phylogenetic work identified a single mainland species (Coprosma repens, Rubiaceae) as most closely related to two island species (cf. refs. 5 and 6), which exhibit dissimilar patterns of trait evolution. Unlike laws in physics (e.g., Newton's law of universal gravitation), ecogeographic "laws" or "rules" describe statistical tendencies across large groups of species. Rensch's, Bergmann's, and Baker's rules are core components of the scientific study of biogeography (7-9), yet they have numerous exceptions, each caused by a variety of potential factors. The island rule is no different. Deviations from it can result from numerous factors, including time since colonization, island climates, or the trait in question, as we show in our paper (2) . Individual exceptions do not disprove ecogeographic rules. Rather, we think it is remarkable that support for the island rule in plant stature and leaf size persists despite the many known sources of variation in both (10) .
Finally, they suggest that tests of the island rule could potentially hide disparate evolutionary trends among traits (11) . As they mention, of the 94 comparisons for which both metrics were available, stature and leaf size did not evolve jointly in 36. However, the remaining 58 comparisons did, and formal analysis reveals that changes in stature and leaf size are in fact strongly correlated ( Fig. 1 ; df = 92, T = 4.175, r = 0.399, P = 6.74e −05 ). So while we recognize that patterns of among-trait evolution can sometimes be disparate, they are more often congruent, and a statistical tendency in line with the predictions of the island rule remains.
As a result, it would not appear that island plants are "exploring. . .trait space," as Brian and Walker-Hale suggest. It is also premature to speculate whether the evolution of island plants results from drift. So while we are grateful to Brian and Walker-Hale for their interesting and insightful ideas, plants still obey (and disobey) the island rule. 
